Introduction.
In the proof of the Hudson-Zeeman covering isotopy theorem [6] , one has no control over the homeomorphism of the ambient manifold which one obtains at the end of the isotopy. In general, one might ask for sufficient conditions under which a given n -isotopy F: M xJ" -> Q xί n of one PL manifold in another, fixed on dM 9 can be covered by an ambient n -isotopy H: Q x I n ->Q x I n fixed on dQ, in such a way that H\Q x dl n is equal to some given levelpreserving homeomorphism G of Q x dl n which covers F \ M x <9J". Necessary conditions are that F be level-preservingly locally flat and that G have some extension toQxf which is fixed on dQ. That these conditions are not sufficient can be seen by considering an isotopy F: S 1 x / -> I 2 x I of a circle in the interior of I 2 which rotates the circle through 360°. Since F can be chosen PL and locally flat, it follows from the ordinary covering isotopy theorem [6] Gluck, Husch, and Rushing [3, 8] . Let M and Q be PL m-and q-manifolds respectively, with M compact, and let PL(M,ζ);/) denote the semi-simplicial complex of proper PL embeddings of M into Q, with base point /. 
(c) 7r r (ζ)) = 0 for n^r^m+n, F o is (2m-g+n + l)-connected, and m+niή-2.
Definitions.
Let Γ be the n-fold product of the unit interval [0, 1] . The point (0,0, 0) in Γ will be denoted by 0, and the subset Γ
which is level-preserving (p °F = p where p is projection onto I"). It is proper if F'(5Q x P) = dM x /". An embedding F t : M->Q is defined for each t E /" by F(JC,0 = (F,(jc),f )• A 1-isotopy is called an isotopy, and Fo and F, are said to be isotopic. An n-isotopy F is fixed on X if F|XxJ* =F o x l|Xx/ n , where 1 denotes the identity map. It is level'preservingly locally flat if for each (x,t)EϊM x /" there is a neighborhood N of t in /", a level-preserving embedding H of either £ m xNor£?xN into M xN (depending on whether x is in int M or <9M) with H(0,O = (JC,O, and a level preserving embedding G of either E q xN or El xN into QxN depending on whether
1 FfiΓ is of the form i x 1, where i is the natural inclusion of F m into F q or F? into E ί, as the case may be. An ambient n-isotopy of Q is a level-preserving homeomorphism H of Q x I n such that H 0 =ί. If A CX, an ε-push of (X,A) is an ambient isotopy of X which is fixed outside an ε-neighborhood of A.
We make use of the semi-simplicial complexes Aut PL (Q) and PL(M,Q), whose fc-simplices are ambient fc-isotopies of Q fixed on dQ and proper /c-isotopies of M in Q fixed on dM, respectively. The Hudson covering n-isotopy theorem 
5.
The obstruction ex. In the construction above, a appeared to depend on h, T, and G. In this section we show that a can be chosen in such a way that it depends only on F In applying Lemma 2 to construct Λ, above, we may choose h so that hF 0 is within δ(F 0 ,1) of F o , where δ comes from Lemma 1. Any two such homeomorphisms h and h' will then be such that hF Q and h 'F o are ambient isotopic. Similarly we choose T to be a δ((h x 1)G"'F, 1)-push, so that if T" is another push which takes (h x 1)G" ! F to a PL embedding, Γ,(Λ x \)G~XF and Γί(/i x \)G λ F are PL ambient isotopic, and the α's constructed with them will be homotopic in 7r n PL(M,0;/ιF 0 ). Now suppose that G and G f are level-preserving homeomorphisms of Q x /" satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem. Since G~ιF and
G'
X F are each isόtopic to F o x 1, they are isotopic. If we denote by a and a 1 the obstructions constructed as above from G and G\ the isotopy of G' λ F to G rx F will induce a homotopy from a to α' in 7r n T0P(M,Q). By Theorem 2, a is homotopic to a 1 in τr n PL(M,<2;WFo), and so a does not depend on G.
